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Abstract—This paper presents an improved multistage
variable-step incremental conductance method to achieve the
maximum power point tracking (MPPT). Compared with the
traditional variable-step incremental conductance method, this
improved algorithm optimizes the selection of the step size so
that the tracking of the maximum power point is more quickly
and the steady-state performance is better. Furthermore, the
algorithm can still guarantee the quickness and accuracy of
MPPT when the environmental conditions change suddenly
and tremendously. At last, matlab simulation was applied to
compare the characteristics of multistage variable-step
algorithm with that of the other. And the simulation results
verified that the improved algorithm has better dynamic and
steady-state performance.
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INTRODUCTION

With the energy crisis and ecological problems
becoming increasingly serious, solar energy, as a kind of
inexhaustible clean energy, is getting more and more
attention. However, as the cost of the photovoltaic power
generation system is relatively high, and the highest
conversion efficiency of the photovoltaic panels is merely
around 20%[1], the efficiency of PV inverter becomes crucial.
Considering the nonlinear characteristic of the PV panel,
the realization of the maximum power point tracking (MPPT)
can effectively improve the efficiency of the PV inverter. At
present, the three most commonly used MPPT methods are
constant voltage tracking method (CVT), perturbation and
observation method (P&O) and incremental conductance
method (IncCond). Among them, CVT is easy to be achieved.
However, as it neglects the influence of temperature and
some other parameters on the output voltage of PV panel, the
essence of CVT cannot be regarded as a real method of
MPPT. P&O is relatively simple in structure, but it can
hardly guarantee both the quickness and accuracy of MPPT
at the same time. Moreover, the direction of perturbation is
constantly changing which would lead to a certain degree of
energy loss. IncCond avoids the blindness of P&Q and it can
guarantee the quickness of dynamic characteristics[2][3].
However, the traditional IncCond cannot guarantee both
quickness and accuracy of MPPT at the same time in terms
of the step size selection. Based on the IncCond, this article
proposed an improved multistage variable-step incremental

Figure 1. Equivalent circuit diagram of PV cell.

conductance method. Simulation results show that its
dynamic and steady-state characteristics are good even when
the environmental conditions change suddenly and
tremendously.
II.

THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL AND CHARACTERISTICS
OF PHOTOVOLTAIC CELL

A. The mathematical model of photovoltaic cel
The principle of PV cell is based on photovoltaic effect
of semiconductor materials. This effect means that
semiconductor materials would absorb photon when exposed
to light. Electron-hole pairs would be stimulated and their
separation would generate electromotive force. According to
this effect, when the PV cell is loaded with pure resistance,
the equivalent circuit diagram is shown as Fig.1[3].
This article uses the versatile simulation model for PV
cell proposed in [4]. The influence of ambient temperature,
insolation level and parameters of the PV module are taken
into consideration [4]. So it can precisely simulate the output
characteristics of PV cell. Under the reference conditions
(solar irradiance Sr=1000W/m2, temperature of the PV cell
Tr=25℃), assume the short-circuit current is Isc , open-circuit
voltage is Voc, the voltage and current at the MPPT are Vm
and Im. And the instantaneous voltage and current are V and I
respectively. Rs is serious resistance. P is the power of PV
cell. α and β are temperature coefficient of current and
voltage under the reference solar irradiance. The
characteristic equation is:
(1)
I = I sc (1－C1 (exp(V / C2Voc )－1))
When the variations of solar irradiance and temperature
are taken into consideration, (1) shall be:
I = I sc (1－C1 (exp((V－DV ) / C2Voc )－1)) + DI (2)
Where，

C1 = (1－ I m I sc ) exp(－Vm / CmVoc )
C2 = (Vm Voc －1) ln(1－ I m I sc )
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(5)

DV = －β ⋅ DT－Rs ⋅ DI

(6)

DT = T－Tr

(7)

α = 0.0012 I sc
β = 0.005Voc

(8)

PARAMETERS OF PV CELL
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Figure 2. P-V characteristics of PV cell under different solar irradiance.
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Figure 3. I-V characteristics of PV cell under different solar irradiance.
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Figure 4. P-V characteristics of PV cell under different temperature.
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B. Output characteristic of PV cell
According to the mathematics model mentioned above
and the parameters of TOP190(24) produced by a
corporation in Tianjin, the Matlab simulation model is built.
The parameters in detail can be seen in Tab.1.
The output characteristics through simulation are shown
in Fig.2, Fig.3, Fig.4 and Fig.5. According to the P-V and IV curve, the output power of PV cell shows a strong
nonlinear characteristic. As is shown in Fig.3, when the
ambient temperature stays constant, the influence of the
changes of the solar irradiance is great on short-circuit
current, but little on open-circuit voltage. According to Fig.5,
when the solar irradiance stays constant, open-circuit voltage
would change with the ambient temperature, while the
changes of short-circuit current is relatively slow.
TABLE I.
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Figure 5. I-V characteristics of PV cell under different temperature.

III.

MULTISTAGE VARIABLE-STEP MPPT METHOD

According to the output characteristics of PV cell,
under a specific cell temperature and solar irradiance, PV
cell has an optimal operational point, which is called the
maximum power point (MPP). According to Fig.2 and Fig.4,
the maximum power point of PV cell would differ under
different condition. Therefore, in order to improve the
efficiency of photovoltaic generation system, it is necessary
to achieve MPPT to make the PV cell work at the MPP
constantly.
Incremental conductance method (IncCond) is one of
the common ways to achieve MPPT. By comparing the
dynamic conductance value dI/dU and the negative number
of static conductance value -I/V, the adjustment direction of
the PV output voltage is determined. The blindness of P&Q
is avoided and the relationship between operating point
voltage and MPP voltage can be determined. U is the output
voltage of PV cell and I is the output current[6].
Reference [7] proposes an improved IncCond method
based on the slope of power-voltage(P-V) curve of
photovoltaic cell. Though the variable-step control is
achieved, the perfect performance cannot be reached since it
neglects the asymmetry of P-V curve on both sides of the
MPP. Reference [8] proposes a variable-step IncCond
method to overcome the asymmetry of the P-V curve. The
main principle can be described as follows. According to the
V-I characteristics of PV cell, PV cell can be approximated
as a constant current source when output voltage is relatively
small; while when the voltage exceeds a marginal value and
continues to increase, the output current would drop sharply
so that it can be approximated as a constant voltage source.
As a matter of fact, the range of constant current source
region is four times the range of constant voltage source
region. The operating voltage is less than the maximum
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to one of the two long-size steps D2 and D3 based on whether
operating point is in the constant current region or voltage
region. It ensures that system can make the voltage rapidly
converge into the vicinity region around the MPP. For any
other circumstance, D would be determined by the value of
A|dP/dV|. In addition, the value of A cannot be set too big in
case the environmental conditions change slightly.
IV.

Figure 6. Flowchart of multistage variable-step MPPT.

power point voltage when the PV cell works in constant
current region. So in this case, voltage is suitable to be
increased by 4ΔV as the size of step. While if the PV cell
works in constant voltage region, the operating voltage is
greater than that of the maximum power point so that the
output voltage should be decreased by ΔV as the size of step.
However, when operating point closes to the maximum
power point, the magnitude of the rate of power change tends
to be equal rather than 1:4 on both sides of the MPP.
Therefore, there are three disadvantages if the method is
implemented to select step size. Firstly, even though the
operating point can rapidly converge into the vicinity region
around the MPP, the velocity to converge to the MPP itself
would get slow. Secondly, the traditional variable-step
IncCond method fails to guarantee both quickness and
accuracy of MPPT at the same time, especially when the
environmental conditions change suddenly. At last, the step
size of traditional variable-step IncCond method is |dP/dV|
multiplied by a certain number. Its amplitude needs to be
limited in case of system instability led by over-size step. If
environment conditions change abruptly, there is no
matching step big enough to follow that variation to achieve
the MPPT quickly. Based on what mentioned above, this
article proposes an improved multilevel variable-step MPPT
algorithm. Its flowchart is shown in Fig.6.
As capacitor and inductance elements exist in the real
circuit, when the operating point is close to the MPP, the
influence of the ripple of voltage and current is great.
Therefore, the duty ratio D is easily misjudged only by
detecting voltage or current. To overcome this disadvantage,
this article proposes a method to control the duty ratio by
power detection. When |dP| is less than ε, duty ratio D would
be set equal to a small value D1 which ensures the control
accuracy and steady-state performance[9]. When |dP/dV| is
greater than the threshold σ, duty ratio D would be set equal

RESULT AND ANALYSIS OF SIMULATION

A. Establishment of MPPT system simulation model
In two-stage photovoltaic system, MPPT control is
achieved by a DC-DC converter which can match the PV
cell output resistance and the input resistance of the
converter[10]. Boost topology and buck topology are the most
two common structures of DC-DC converter. According to
the [11], boost topology has higher conversion efficiency
than the buck topology so that this article establishes the
MPPT simulation model based on boost circuit. The
parameters of the PV cell in the simulation model are set
according to those of TOP190(24). In addition, the load
resistance shall not be set too small. Otherwise it may
beyond the control ability of the boost circuit, which may
eventually lead to the failure of the MPPT. Besides, the
inductance in the boost circuit should not be set too small
either in case of discontinuous inductive current. In the
simulation model, the load resistance is 20Ω, the inductance
in boost circuit is 350μH and the capacitor in the load side is
100μF. Considering the actual situation, sample frequency of
power is 8KHz, less than that of voltage and current. The
details of the simulation model can be seen in Fig.7.
B. Result and analysis of MPPT system simulation
The temperature condition of the simulation is constant
at 25℃. Solar irradiance jumps from 0W/m2 to 600W/m2 at
the beginning, 1000W/m2 at 0.06s, 600W/m2 at 0.09s, and
the simulation ends at 0.12s. System has been in steady state
at 0.05s so the analysis of system operation from 0 to 0.05s
can be omitted. The maximum output power under solar
irradiance of 600W/m2 and 1000W/m2 can be known
according to the simulation model of PV cell. So the
maximum output energy of PV cell from 0.05s to 0.12s
under ideal condition can be calculated. Comparing the ideal
output energy with the actual output energy of PV cell with
boost circuit in the simulation model, the efficiency of the
input end of the MPPT photovoltaic system can be found.
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Figure 7. Simulation Model.
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V.

This article proposes an improved multistage variablestep IncCond MPPT algorithm. Verified by Matlab
simulation, this algorithm is much better than the traditional
variable-step one. Because of the optimization of step-size
selection, it improves not only the steady-state performance
but also the tracking quickness when conditions change
dramatically. As a result, the efficiency of photovoltaic cell
is improved.

Figure 8. Waveform chart of output voltage.
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Figure 9. Curve of power when solar irradiance increase abruptly.
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Figure 10. Curve of power when solar irradiance decrease abruptly.
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